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Experiments with a Langmuir probe and optical emission spectroscopy combined with actinometry
are carried out in inductively coupled rf �13.56 MHz� Ar /H2 discharges at total pressures of 20 m,
40 m, and 60 mTorr in hydrogen fractions ranging from 0% to 50%. The measured electron energy
probability functions �EEPFs�, which deviate from the Maxwellian distributions owing to the
depletion of high-energy electrons, can be approximated using two temperatures. The electron
temperatures, which can be deduced from the slopes of low-energy and high-energy parts of the
EEPFs, relatively abruptly increase with increasing the hydrogen fraction in the hydrogen fractions
below 10%, whereas the measured electron density markedly decreases with increasing the
hydrogen fraction in the hydrogen fractions below 20%. The effective ion mass, which can be
estimated from the ion current collected into the probe, markedly decreases with increasing the
hydrogen fraction. The density of hydrogen atoms estimated by actinometry markedly increases as
molecular hydrogen is added to Ar discharges, and then gradually increases with increasing the
hydrogen fraction at the hydrogen fractions higher than 10%–20%. A global model is used to study
the effect of Ar dilution to hydrogen discharges on the plasma parameters assuming the Maxwellian
electron energy distribution. The model results are compared with the experimental results,
obtaining reasonably good agreement. © 2010 American Institute of Physics.
�doi:10.1063/1.3345084�

I. INTRODUCTION

Hydrogen containing discharges are widely used in vari-
ous industrial applications, such as etching processes, reduc-
tion in oxides on surfaces, surface passivation, and film
deposition.1–5 For example, the discharges of hydrogen in a
mixture with silane or hydrocarbons are used in order to
produce the precursors for the plasma assisted deposition of
microcrystalline silicon thin films or diamond synthesis,
respectively.4–7 Recently, various surface treatments of
SiCOH-type films by exposure to hydrogen plasmas have
been investigated.8 In these applications, the active species,
such as hydrogen atoms and hydrogen ions, should be re-
sponsible for surface reactions in various processes, and the
hydrogen containing discharges with a high dissociation rate
are required as sources of such active species. Therefore, the
degree of dissociation of molecular hydrogen is considered
as one of the most important parameters of hydrogen con-
taining plasmas.9–11 Low-pressure and high-density plasmas,
which have been produced in inductively and capacitively
coupled discharges and electron cyclotron resonance dis-
charges, are used in order to achieve the high densities of
such active species. Inductively coupled discharges, which
are typically operated at pressures lower than 50–60 mTorr
in typical electron density range of 1016–1018 m−3, have
been widely used in the material processing because the
plasma density and the ion bombarding energy at the surface
can be independently controlled. In practice, density of hy-

drogen atoms and the degree of dissociation in such plasmas
have been measured using optical emission and laser
spectroscopy.11

Hydrogen plasmas produced in various types of dis-
charges have been studied for many years. Earlier on, theo-
retical investigations on hydrogen plasmas were conducted
in wide pressure range higher than hundreds of millitorr, fo-
cusing on their important kinetic description.12–18 Although
the physical and chemical processes in the hydrogen plasmas
have been revealed through these investigations, the differ-
ences in the operating conditions, such as the pressure and
power injected into plasmas, may cause different behaviors
in the plasma chemistry. Recently, the properties of
capacitively-coupled and inductively-coupled hydrogen dis-
charges have been investigated.19–22 The global model,
which was developed by Lieberman and Gottscho23 for noble
gases and extended to molecular gases by Lee et al.,24,25 is
one of the methods that have been used in order to treat the
physical and chemical processes in the plasmas. The addition
of Ar to the hydrogen discharges may cause a change in the
shape of the electron energy distribution, which can induce
the change in the rate coefficients related to electron-induced
inelastic collision processes, and an increase in electron den-
sity. In addition, interactions, such as quenching collisions
between excited Ar and molecular hydrogen, and charge ex-
change collisions between Ar ions and the molecular hydro-
gen, can play a significant role on the determination of
plasma compositions.26,27 In order to understand the behavior
of Ar /H2 plasmas, significant reactions among the reactivea�Electronic mail: t-kimura@nitech.ac.jp.
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species in the discharge, electrons, ions, and atoms must be
taken into account, including the effects of the plasma-wall
interactions.

The objectives of this research are to investigate the ef-
fect of argon dilution on plasma parameters in inductively-
coupled rf �13.56 MHz� Ar /H2 discharges and to understand
the plasma chemistry of such discharges using the global
model. In this paper, the plasma parameters in low-pressure
inductively-coupled Ar /H2 discharges are first investigated
as a function of hydrogen fraction. Second, the global model
for finite cylindrical discharges is applied in order to under-
stand the plasma chemistry of Ar /H2 discharges, and the
model results are compared with some experimental values.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

A schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus is
shown in Fig. 1. The stainless steel chamber is cylindrical,
160 mm in inner diameter and 75 mm in length, with a
quartz plate of 10 mm thickness placed at the upper end of
the chamber. The rf discharges are sustained by an azimuthal
electric field induced by a rf coil current supplied to a planar
three-turn coil from a power source connected to an L-type
capacitive matching network. The planar coil mounted about
5 mm above the quartz plate is concentric in the center of the
chamber to maintain the discharge symmetry. An electro-
static shield can practically eliminate the capacitive coupling
between the coil and the plasma, resulting in suppression of
any rf plasma potential fluctuation. A cylindrical probe 5 mm
in length and 0.3 mm in diameter is installed at the chamber
center. The power Pabs injected into the plasma, which is
estimated by subtracting the transmitted power without
plasma from that with plasma at the same current, is kept at
120 W in our experiment. The flow rates of Ar and H2 are
controlled using two mass-flow controllers, and the total flow
rate corresponding to the sum of two flow rates is maintained
at about 30–40 SCCM �SCCM denotes cubic centimeter per
minute at STP�. Here, the H2 fraction �H2

corresponds to the
ratio of the partial pressure of H2 to the total pressure p.

The electron energy distribution function �EEDF� F���
can be measured by detecting the second derivative ip� of the
probe current ip with respect to the probe bias voltage Vp,28

F��� =
4

Ae2� m

2e
�1/2

V1/2ip�, �1�

where � is the electron energy in electronvolt, A the probe
area, e the absolute value of electron charge, m the electron
mass, and V the voltage difference between the plasma po-
tential, which is determined as the bias voltage correspond-
ing to ip�=0 and Vp. The measured electron energy probabil-
ity function �EEPF� f��� can then be deduced as

f��� = F����−1/2. �2�

The EEDF detection system is described in a previously pub-
lished paper.29 The electron density ne and the effective elec-
tron temperature Teff, which are calculated using the mea-
sured EEPF, are given as follows:

ne = �
0

�

�1/2f���d� , �3�

Teff =
2

3
�̄ =

2

3ne
�

0

�

�3/2f���d� . �4�

In order to grasp the variation in the dominant ion spe-
cies with varying the hydrogen fraction, the effective ion
mass is estimated by the ion current collected into the probe.
The ion current Ii�V� collected into the cylindrical probe can
be approximated as

Ii�V� � eA 	 nis�X�� Teff

Mi�X�
�1/2�1 +

eV

Teff
�1/2

, �5�

where nis�X� is the density of ion species X �X=Ar, H, H2,
H3, and ArH� at the probe sheath edge and Mi�X� is the ion
mass of ion species X. In the case that the voltage difference
V is much larger than Teff /e, the ion current Ii�V� is given by

Ii�V� � eA 	 nis�X�� eV

Mi�X�
�1/2

. �6�

The effective ion mass Meff is defined as

� 1

Meff
�1/2

�
	nis�X�Mi�X�

−1/2

	nis�X�
. �7�

Moreover we define hpr as the ratio of the total ion density at
the probe sheath edge to the electron density at the bulk
plasma, and then the mass Meff is given as

Meff � 
 eAhprne

Ii�V� �2

eV . �8�

The value of hpr should be experimentally determined using
ne and Ii�V� at V=40 V measured in pure Ar discharges in
order to satisfy Meff=40, and the value of Meff at each ex-
periment should be deduced using hpr, ne, and Ii�V� at V
=40 V.

Optical emission spectroscopy is carried out in order to
obtain the relationship between the hydrogen fraction and the
density of ground-state hydrogen atoms. The density of hy-
drogen atoms in the plasmas is estimated from the optical
emission intensities at 485.6 nm �H� line� and 750.4 nm �the
excited Ar� �Ref. 11� because the excitation cross sections of
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FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of experimental set-up.
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the hydrogen atoms and Ar have similar energy dependence.
However, the density of molecular hydrogens in low-
temperature hydrogen containing plasmas is much larger
than that of hydrogen atoms. Therefore, the optical emission
intensity at 485.6 nm emitted through the dissociative-
excitation process of molecular hydrogen must be considered
since it often yields a very important contribution. The opti-
cal emission intensities I486 and I750 at 485.6 and 750.4 nm
are approximately given as

I486 � Ci,j�H�h�i,j�H�
Ai,j�H�

�Ai,j�H�
ne�kexc,HnH + kdis-exc,H2

nH2
� ,

I750 � Ci,j�Ar�h�i,j�Ar�nekexc,ArnAr,

where kexc,H and kexc,Ar correspond to the excitation rate co-
efficients of the ground-state hydrogen atom and Ar, respec-
tively, kdis-exc,H2

the dissociative-excitation rate coefficient of
the ground-state molecular hydrogen, nX the density of the
neutral species X �=H, H2, and Ar�, Ci,j�X� the constant re-
lated to the solid angle and spectral response of the optical
system, h the Planck’s constant, �i,j�X� the frequency of the
transition from the i-level to the j-level, and Ai,j�X� is the
Einstein coefficient for the observed transition. The total gas
density ng, which can be given using the total pressure p and
the gas temperature Tg, corresponds to nH+nH2

+nAr=ng.
With this relation and the measured intensity ratios, the den-
sity nH of the ground-state hydrogen atoms is given as

nH =

C0
I486

I750
RAr,HnAr − RH2,H�ng − nAr�

1 − RH2,H
, �9�

where C0 is given as

C0 =
Ci,j�Ar��i,j�Ar��Ai,j�H�

Ci,j�H��i,j�H�Ai,j�H�
,

and RAr,H and RH2,H, which correspond to the ratio of the
corresponding excitation rate coefficients, are given as
RAr,H=kexc,Ar /kexc,H and RH2,H=kdis-exc,H2

/kexc,H, respectively.

III. DESCRIPTION OF GLOBAL MODEL

A global model for electropositive plasma is applied to
the Ar /H2 plasmas in a cylindrical chamber of radius R and
length L since the electronegativity, which corresponds to the
ratio of H− density to electron density, can be assumed to be
very low. The electronegativity will be discussed at the last
of this section. The reactions considered in the model are
listed in Tables I–III. Eight neutral species �Ar, Ar meta-
stables �the levels 1s5 and 1s3� Arm, Ar resonant �the levels
1s4 and 1s2� Arr, Ar excited to 4p-state Ar�4p�, H2, H�1s�,
H�2s�, and H�2p�� and six charged species �electrons, Ar+,
ArH+, H+, H2

+, and H3
+� in the Ar /H2 plasmas are considered.

Here, the density of Ar�4p� atoms refers to the total of all the
ten energy levels belonging to the 4p manifold. All neutral
species are assumed to be uniform over the chamber. The
dissociation reactions of H2 by the electron impact, which
correspond to kj�j=19–22�, are assumed to be accomplished

by a decay of the excitation of electronic states of H2, such
as b 3�u

+ and a 3�g
+, which are produced by the electron-

induced inelastic collisions into atoms. Electrons which have
a Maxwellian energy distribution with electron temperature
Te are also assumed to be uniform over the chamber since the
plasma dimensions are approximately equal to the chamber
dimensions due to the thin sheath for inductive discharges.
All positive ion species, which are assumed to have the same
profile, must satisfy the quasineutrality, ne=n+, where n+ is
the sum of the positive ion densities. The gas temperature in
the discharge space is assumed to be 400 K because the
power density in the plasma is about 0.09 W /cm3 in our
experiment.

The particle balance equation for each species is de-
scribed by a set of first-order differential equations. The
equation describes the creation, volumetric losses, and sur-
face reactions. In the steady state, total production and loss
rates must balance so that the time variation in each species
density is equal to zero. The diffusional losses of neutral
radicals to the wall are estimated by an effective loss rate.
The effective loss rate XLoss for a radical X is given by

XLoss =
1

�2/DX + 2��R2L��2 − 	�/Svth	
, �10�

where DX is the neutral diffusion coefficient, 	 the sticking
coefficient on the wall, S the surface area of the chamber, vth

the thermal velocity, and the effective diffusion length � is
given by

�−2 = ��

L
�2

+ �2.405

R
�2

.

On the other hand, the diffusional losses of positive ions to
the wall are also estimated, as shown in previously published
papers.30,31 The density ne�=n+� falls relatively abruptly near
the sheaths to edge values ne�=hlne and ner=hrne at the axial
and circumferential sheaths, where the velocity for positive

TABLE I. Main reaction set for argon.

Reaction
Rate coefficient

�m3 s−1� Ref.

Ar+e⇀Arm+e k1=5.0
10−15 exp�−12.64 /Te� 32
Ar+e⇀Arr+e k2=1.9
10−15 exp�−12.6 /Te� 32
Ar+e⇀Ar�4p�+e k3=2.1
10−14 exp�−13.13 /Te� 32
Ar+e⇀Ar++2e k4=2.3
10−14Te

0.59 exp�−17.44 /Te� 32
Arm+e⇀Ar++2e k5=1
10−13 exp�−4.2 /Te� 33 and 34
Arr+e⇀Ar++2e k6=1
10−13 exp�−4.2 /Te� 33 and 34
Ar�4p�+e⇀Ar++2e k7=1.8
10−13Te

0.61 exp�−2.61 /Te� 32
Arm+e⇀Arr+e k8=3.7
10−13 33 and 34
Arm+e⇀Ar�4p�+e k9=8.9
10−13Te

0.51 exp�−1.59 /Te� 32
Arr+e⇀Ar�4p�+e k10=8.9
10−13Te

0.51 exp�−1.59 /Te� 32
Arr+e⇀Arm+e k11=9.1
10−13 32
Arm+Arm⇀Ar++Ar+e k12=6
10−16 32–34
Arm+Arr⇀Ar++Ar+e k13=2.1
10−15 32–34
Arr⇀Ar+h� �rad 33 and 34
Ar�4p�⇀Arr+h� 3
107 �s−1� 32
Ar�4p�⇀Arm+h� 3
107 �s−1� 32
Arm⇀Ar �wall loss� Dm,Ar /�2

Ar+
⇀Ar �wall loss� ArLoss

+ =2UB,Ar�R2h�+RLhr� /R2L�s−1�
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ion X+ can reach the Bohm velocity UB,Xp
. The hl and hr

factors are expressed as30

hl =
0.86

�3 +
L

2�i

, �11�

and

hr =
0.8

�4 +
R

�i

. �12�

The mean free path �i in Ar /H2 is given by

1

�i
= �Ar�Ar + �H�H + �H2�H2

,

where Ar, H, and H2
correspond to the total ion-neutral

collision cross sections.22,31 Then, the diffusional losses XLoss
+

of positive ions X+ �X=Ar, ArH, H, H2, and H3� to the wall
is given by

XLoss
+ = 2UB,Xp

�R2hl + RLhr�/R2L . �13�

The energy balance equation assumes that all power injected
into the plasma is dissipated through collision processes be-
tween electrons and neutral species and the kinetic energies
of ions and electrons flowing into the walls. The energy bal-
ance equation in Ar /H2 plasma is given by

3

2

d�eneTe�
dt

=
Pabs

�R2L
− 	 eEc

�X�kiz,X�X�ne − e�Ee

+ Ei� 	 �Xp
+�Xp,Loss

+ , �14�

where Ec
X is the collisional energy loss per electron-ion pair

created for the neutral X �X=Ar, H, and H2�, which includes
all excitation energies such as vibrational, dissociative, and
electronic excitations.32–36 The energy Ei, which corresponds
to the energy lost to ions accelerating through the sheath, is
given by Ei=eVsh+Te /2 since the ion bombarding energy
reaches the sum of the ion energy entering the sheath and the
energy gained in the sheath. The sheath edge voltage drop
Vsh is given as Vsh= �Te /2e�ln�Meff /2�m�. On the other hand,
the energy Ee corresponding to the electron energy lost to the
walls is given by Ee=2Te. The equations for each particle
and power balance are then solved by the Runge–Kutta nu-
merical method to obtain an equilibrium.

As is described above, the global model for electroposi-
tive plasma is used in this paper. The electronegativity � can
be estimated from the particle balance equation for H−. The
dominant production of H− is due to the dissociative attach-
ment collisions between the vibrationally excited hydrogens
H2�v� of level v �v�4� and electrons,35,37 whereas the domi-
nant loss of H− should be due to the detachment collisions
between H− and H as well as recombination process between

TABLE II. Main reaction set for hydrogen.

Reaction
Rate coefficient

�m3 s−1� Ref.

H+e⇀H�2p�+e k14=2.1
10−14 exp�−10.67 /Te� 35
H+e⇀H�2s�+e k15=5.0
10−15 exp�−9.0 /Te� 35
H�2s�+e⇀H�2p�+e k16=3.5
10−12 35
e+H→H++2e k17=1.75
10−14 exp�−15.4 /Te� 35
e+H�2s�→H++2 k18=1.97
10−13 exp�−4.43 /Te� 35
e+H2→H+H+e k19=1.2
10−14 exp�−10 /Te� 35
e+H2→H+H�2s�+e k20=4.71
10−15 exp�−15.9 /Te� 35
e+H2→H�2p�+H�2s�+e k21=1.78
10−15 exp�−28.34 /Te� 35
e+H2→H+H�n=3�+e k22=3.74
10−16 exp�−18.0 /Te� 35
e+H2→H2

++2e k23=3.11
10−14 exp�−18.9 /Te� 35 and 36
e+H2→H+H+ k24=3.07
10−16 exp�−17.5 /Te� 35
e+H2

+→H+H�n�2� k25=8.0
10−14 exp�−0.2Te� 35
e+H2

+→H++H+e k26=1.45
10−13 exp�−1.97 /Te� 35
e+H3

+→H2+H k27=1.55
10−13�300 /Tg� 17
H2+H2

+→H3
++H k28=2.1
10−15 26

H�2p�⇀H+h� 4.7
107 �s−1� 27
H+→H �wall loss� HLoss

+ =2UB,H�R2h�+RLhr� /R2L s−1

H2
+→H2 �wall loss� H2Loss

+ =2UB,H2
�R2h�+RLhr� /R2L s−1

H3
+→H+H2 �wall loss� H3Loss

+ =2UB,H3
�R2h�+RLhr� /R2L�s−1�

H→ 1
2H2 �wall loss� HLoss= ��2 /DH+2�R2L�2−	� /Svth	�−1 �s−1�

�	=0.02�
H�2s�⇀H �wall loss� Dm,H /�2

TABLE III. Reaction set for interactions between hydrogen and argon.

Reaction
Rate coefficient

�m3 s−1� Ref.

Arm+H2⇀Ar+H+H k29=1.1
10−16 27
Arr+H2⇀Ar+H+H k30=1.1
10−16 27
Ar++H2⇀Ar+H2

+ k31=8
10−17 26
Ar++H2⇀H+ArH+ k32=6
10−16 26
ArH++H2⇀H3

++Ar k33=1.5
10−15 26
ArH++e⇀Ar+H k34=1.7
10−13 26
ArH+→Ar+H �wall loss� ArHLoss

+ =2UB,ArH�R2h�+RLhr� /R2L �s−1�
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positive and negative ions. When the dominant loss of H− is
assumed to be due to the detachment process for simplicity,
the ratio � is given as

� = Cad

nH2�v�

nH
,

where Cad is the ratio of rate coefficient for the dissociative
attachment to that for detachment and nH2�v� is the density of
H2�v� of level v�v�4�. The density ratio nH2�v��v�4� /nH2

is
much lower than 10−3–10−4, as is reported in the previous
papers.21,37 On the other hand, the ratio nH /nH2

is expected to
be higher than 0.01. The ratio of nH2�v� to nH is on the order
of 10−2 and the estimated value of Cad is less than
5–10.21,35,37 Thus, the value of � is much lower than 1, so
that the negative ions are not considered in the model.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The EEPFs measured at p=20 m and 60 mTorr are
given in Figs. 2�a� and 2�b�. The EEPFs measured at any
condition slightly deviate from the Maxwellian distribution

owing to the depletion of electrons, which have an enough
energy to cause the electronic excitation collisions with the
neutral species. Thus, we can approximate the distribution by
exponentials in the bulk with a slope 1 /Tb and above the
energy �knee at the knee point with a slope 1 /Th. The energy
�knee decreases from about 11–13 eV corresponding to the
lowest excitation threshold energy of Ar to about 8–9 eV
corresponding to the lowest electronic excitation threshold
energy of H2, with increasing �H2

. The ratios RAr,H and RH2,H

can be determined using the measured Th rather than the
measured Tb. The temperature Tb, which is approximately
equal to Teff, is higher than Th by about 1.0–2.0 eV. The
difference between Teff and Th decreases as �H2

increases.
Therefore, the EEPF structure can be gradually changed
from being Druyvesteyn-type to being Maxwellian-type by
increasing only �H2

.
In Figs. 3�a� and 3�b�, the electron density and its tem-

peratures are shown as a function of �H2
, together with the

calculation results of the model. The measured and calcu-
lated ne markedly decrease with increasing �H2

at �H2
lower

than 10%–20%. The marked decrease in ne with increasing
�H2

is more prominent as the total pressure increases. The
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FIG. 2. EEPFs measured in Ar /H2 discharges at �a� p=20 mTorr and �b�
p=60 mTorr, where Pabs=120 W.
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FIG. 3. �a� Electron density and �b� electron temperatures as a function of
hydrogen fraction.
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measured Teff and Th relatively abruptly increase with in-
creasing �H2

until �H2
reaches 10%. For �H2

higher than 10%,
the temperature Th gradually increases with the increase in
�H2

, whereas the relationship between Teff and �H2
depends

on the total pressure. The calculated electron temperature Te

also relatively abruptly increases until �H2
reaches approxi-

mately 10%, beyond which it gradually increases. As is ex-
pected, the calculated Te is close to Th rather than Teff be-
cause the high-temperature portion of the distribution
dominates the calculated temperature, which is determined
mainly from the exponentially temperature-sensitive ioniza-
tion rate.

In Fig. 4, the effective ion mass Meff in the Ar /H2 plas-
mas, which should be estimated using Eq. �8�, is shown as a
function of �H2

. In addition, the results of the model, in
which the calculated densities of all positive ion species are
used under the assumption that all positive ion species have
a same profile even in the vicinity of the probe sheath, are
also shown. The ions in Ar /H2 plasmas are classified into the
group of heavy ions, such as Ar+ and ArH+, and that of light
ions, such as H+, H2

+, and H3
+. The large difference between

masses of two groups can help us in deducing the ion com-
positions in the plasma and in understanding the effect of the
interactions between Ar ions and neutral hydrogens. As is
shown in Fig. 4, reasonable agreement between the experi-
ment and the model is obtained, and those results show that
the effective ion mass markedly decreases from 40 �the mass
of Ar+� to about three �the mass of H3

+�. From the marked
decrease in ne and Meff with the increase in �H2

, it can be
predicted that the densities of Ar+ and ArH+ markedly de-
creasing with increasing �H2

, and the hydrogen ions Hx
+�x

=3,2� are predominant even at �H2
�15–20%, beyond

which the densities of the hydrogen ions Hx
+�x=3,2�, which

are approximately equal to ne, gradually decrease with in-
creasing �H2

.
The ratios RAr,H and RH2,H are necessary in order to cal-

culate the density of hydrogen atoms from Eq. �9�. The ratios
should be calculated using the measured EEPFs and the cor-
responding cross sections.38–41 Figures 5�a� and 5�b� show
RAr,H and RH2,H calculated as a function of �H2

. The ratio
RAr,H does not strongly depend on Th, whereas the ratio
RH2,H, which is much smaller than RAr,H, depends on Th. The
dependence of nH on �H2

for various p is shown in Fig. 6.
The calculated density of hydrogen atoms shows reasonable
agreement with nH estimated using actinometry, although

there still remains significant difference at �H2
lower than

10%. The density nH markedly increases as hydrogen is
added to the Ar discharges, and then saturate at �H2

of 20–
30%. The calculated density of hydrogen atoms can corre-
spond to the density of the ground-state hydrogen atoms be-
cause the densities of H�2s� and H�2p� atoms are lower than
the density of the ground-state hydrogen atoms by three to
four orders of magnitude. Although we used 	 value of 0.02
for hydrogen atoms, we found that nH is approximately pro-
portional to the inverse of 	 value, which should strongly
depend on various factors related to the surface conditions of
the chamber. However, the reasonable agreement of magni-
tude of measured and calculated nH indicate that 	 value
used in the model may agree with the true value within a
factor of 2–3. As shown in Fig. 7, the calculated degree of
dissociation, which is defined as nH / �nH+2nH2�, decreases
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from 30% at �H2
=3% to 9% at �H2

=50% for p=20 mTorr,
from 30% at �H2

=3% to 4% at �H2
=50% for p=60 mTorr,

with increasing �H2
.

The model results are compared with the experiments,
obtaining reasonably good agreement for the measurable pa-
rameters described above. Thus, the relationships between
the other plasma parameters and �H2

should be explained
using the model. Aside from the hydrogen atoms, the Ar
metastables and resonants in the neutral species may also
play a significant role on the determination of the plasma
compositions due to the interactions such as quenching col-
lisions. Figure 8 shows the density of Ar metastables calcu-
lated as a function of �H2

. Here, the density of Ar metastables
corresponds to the sum of densities of Ar atoms excited to
the levels 1s5 and 1s3. The density of Ar resonant is omitted
in this paper because the difference between the density of
Ar matastables and that of Ar resonants is small. The calcu-
lated density of the metastables slightly increases due to the
marked increase in excitation collision frequency at a small
addition of hydrogen lower than 3%, beyond which it de-
creases with increase in �H2

due to the quenching collisions
with the molecular hydrogens. The quenching collisions be-
tween Ar metastables and molecular hydrogens may play a
significant role on the production of hydrogen atoms because
the frequency of the quenching collisions may be compa-
rable to that of H2 dissociation by the electron impact.

The calculated positive ion densities are, respectively,
shown in Figs. 9�a� and 9�b� at p=20 m and 60 mTorr. The
density of Ar+ markedly decreases with the increase in the

hydrogen fractions owing to the charge exchange collisions
between Ar+ and molecular hydrogens. The decrease in Ar+

density is more prominent as p increases. On the other hand,
the density of H3

+ relatively abruptly increases at the hydro-
gen fractions of approximately 10%–20% and then does not
strongly depend on the hydrogen fractions. The change of the
predominant ion species from Ar+ to H3

+ can be occurred at
lower hydrogen fractions as the total pressure increases. The
density of ArH+ ions abruptly increases at the hydrogen frac-
tions lower than 5%–10%, and then gradually decreases with
the increase in the hydrogen fraction. The densities of Hx�x
=1,2� ions are not sensitive to the hydrogen fraction at the
fractions higher than 15%–20%.

It has been experimentally reported that the flux ratio of
H+ to H2

+ is small and that of H3
+ to H2

+ is almost equal in
inductive Ar /H2 plasmas, predicting that H2

+ density, which
is much larger than H+ density, is comparable to that of
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H3
+.42,43 Such tendency differs from the model results, al-

though the experimental conditions are not same as the cal-
culation ones. The calculated density of H2

+ strongly depends
on the value of rate coefficient k28, whereas that of H3

+ does
not strongly depends on the value of k28. The density ratio of
H3

+ to H2
+ is approximately proportional to the inverse of k28.

The value of k28, which should depend on ion temperature or
ion energy,35 may be overestimated because we assume that
the ion temperature is equal to the gas temperature. As is
predicted from the dependence of nH on 	 value, the calcu-
lated densities of H+ is also approximately proportional to
the inverse of 	. Reasonable agreement between the
experiments42,43 and the model may be obtained when the
values of k28 and 	 are appropriately estimated according to
respective experimental conditions. Further experimental and
theoretical investigations on the properties of hydrogen con-
taining discharges will be required.

However, we can conclude that the addition of Ar to the
hydrogen discharges is very useful to easily produce the
stable plasmas, keeping the densities of Hx ions as well as
the density of hydrogen atoms over the wide range of Ar
dilution.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Experiments with a Langmuir probe and optical emis-
sion spectroscopy combined with actinometry were carried
out in inductive Ar /H2 discharges at three total pressures of
20 m, 40 m, and 60 mTorr for hydrogen fractions ranging
from 0% to 50%. The measured EEPFs deviate from the
Maxwellian distributions owing to the depletion of high-
energy electrons and can be approximated by using two tem-
peratures. The measured electron density decreases with in-
creasing the hydrogen fraction in the hydrogen fraction
below 20%, beyond which it gradually increases. On the
other hand, the temperatures relatively abruptly increase with
increasing the hydrogen fraction in the hydrogen fractions
below 10%. The effective ion mass, which was estimated a
by the ion current collected into the probe, markedly de-
creases with the increase in the hydrogen fraction, indicating
that the dominant positive ion is H3

+ even at the hydrogen
fractions lower than 15%–20%. The density of hydrogen at-
oms estimated by actinometry markedly increases as hydro-
gen is added to Ar discharges, and then gradually increases
with increasing the hydrogen fraction at the hydrogen frac-
tions higher than 10%–20%.

A global model is used to study the effect of hydrogen
addition to Ar discharges on the plasma parameters assuming
the Maxwellian electron energy distribution. Experimental
results described above were compared with the results of
global model, and the reasonably good agreement was ob-
tained. Some of the model results are summarized as fol-
lows:

�1� The density of Ar+ markedly decreases with the increase
in the hydrogen fractions owing to the charge exchange
collisions between Ar+ and molecular hydrogens,
whereas that of H3

+ relatively abruptly increases at the
hydrogen fractions of approximately 10%–20% and then
does not strongly depend on the hydrogen fractions. The

change of the predominant ion species from Ar+ to H3
+

can be occurred at lower hydrogen fractions as the total
pressure increases. The density of ArH+ ions abruptly
increases at the hydrogen fractions lower than 5%–10%,
and then gradually decreases with the increase in the
hydrogen fraction. The densities of Hx�x=1,2� ions are
not sensitive to the hydrogen fraction at the fractions
higher than 15%–20%.

�2� The density of hydrogen atoms markedly increases as
hydrogen is added to Ar discharges, and then gradually
increases with increasing the hydrogen fraction at the
hydrogen fractions higher than 10%–20%.

In conclusion, the addition of Ar to the hydrogen dis-
charges is very useful to easily produce the stable plasmas,
keeping the densities of Hx �x=1–3� ions as well as density
of hydrogen atoms over wide range of Ar dilution.
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